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Digital Printing Explained Easy
Usually the process involves using electronic or digital files sourced from a variety of storage
devices and since it does not involve traditional press plate and setup sheets, the productions
costs becomes relatively affordable.
This print-on-demand business is trending and people are discovering ways to drive their
business with this easily deployable technology. It has gone from the state of printing for
flexible packaging to 3D printing.
The usage of digital printing is growing and with new technology, it is going to revolutionize
reprographics world in the aspects of print speeds and costs. It is impacting all industries with
company’s agreeing to address these trends in order to be successful.
Digital printing provides faster responsive timing due to the minimum setup and short run color
which are flexibly updated with a built-in color registration system that offers advanced color-
match capacity.
Apart from that, digital printing seeds creativity with colors. Colors that were impossible with
traditional offset printing are made possible today. Even white ink or any other imaginable
colors can be used in digital printing.
On the other hand, now it is possible to personalize print jobs because each print can be
tailored to customer needs which is practical and produces higher quality with more
customization.
Not only that, since digital printing does not involves contact with the materials; it has opened
venues for variety of other materials that does not need to be held in place quite so vigorously.
Not only that, delicate and extremely thin materials are possible today with digital printing
mechanism.
At times, opting for different materials gives space for creativity and with the availability of wide
range of material options in digital printing it becomes a boon for designers, advertisers and
marketers to embed their ideas.
For one thing, digital printing also ensures for faster proof cycle, where it can be developed
and easily shared which advertently will shortens the entire proof cycle for faster turnaround
time which is a major benefit for all concerned.
Moreover, digital printing made short print runs possible and cost effective which allows for
flexibility in documentation and communications compared to analog printing which are
expensive and time consuming for the same.
Most importantly, digital printing allows you to print what you need when you need it which is
more lean and agile. It is a complete business solution tool that allows for printing processes
to be streamlined and effective.
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In particular, with digital printing, archiving can be paperless especially when you want to store
old print items. You can store it in Cloud and access it anytime that you want. The benefits of
digital printing are multifold and disruptive.
So, the next time you think of printing something, do consider digital printing which are way
greener, faster, affordable and accommodative to your needs. Find your best Digital and
Printing Services in Dubai.
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